Edmentum Courseware offers educators best-in-class online curricula for kindergarten through adult learners with over 400 engaging courses. Our Courseware enhances the way educators utilize data, tracking progress to course completion and content mastery and saving valuable time to ensure that program goals are met. Edmentum’s curricula are customizable to meet the needs and pace of individual learners.

Courseware you and your students will love:

- Research-based instructional design
- Dynamic, interactive, digital content that engages students
- Easy-to-use and customizable
- Courses aligned to state and national standards
- Unmatched visibility into pacing and progress monitoring

"Courseware’s ability to differentiate instruction for every student has made a real and measurable difference for us."

—Scott Douglas, Principal, Lakeville South High School, MN
Features to Empower Student Achievement

Pacing and Progress Monitoring
- Monitor progress with powerful and intuitive data views on individual students and group performance that provide the insight needed for making instructional decisions
- Identify if students are ahead of pace, on pace, slightly off pace, or way behind pace through color-coded pacing bars and other visuals

Customization
- Restructure courses and add custom content to create unique and personalized assignments with a few clicks
- Modules are easily customizable by teachers to meet state standards

Gradebook
- Employ automatic and seamless recordkeeping of individual student performance in assigned courses
- Save time through autogenerated gradebook pages with recommended weighting for each course, as well as flexibility to change weighting, and generate printable reports

Student Toolbar
- Equip students with a plethora of tools and resources within the product toolbar to aid in the learning process
- Utilize features such as dictionary, reading tools (slide narration, click to speak), highlighter, translation tool, notes, scoring rubrics, glossary, and table of contents

Instructional Design
- Deliver a constructivist learning approach through dynamic interactions between the learner and the curricula
- Achieve learning objectives through curricula that provides students with skills mastery, practice, real-world application, rigor and complexity, and multimodal learning

Contact us today for more information.
www.edmentum.com - 800.447.5286